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Introducing ACCU-DART for
AutoSimply
Bring efficiency, simplicity, and accuracy to small and
medium-sized manufacturers with ACCU-DART’s
integration with AutoSimply.
AutoSimply’s Manufacturing Order (M/F) is an easyto-use manufacturing solution. It is fully integrated
with Sage Accpac ERP, and covers: manufacturing
order entry, release & tracking, material issuance
& return, work-in-progress tracking, consumption
& scrap, MO receipt & costing, master production
scheduling, material requirements planning, and MO
lot tracking.
With integration with ACCU-DART, users will be able
to update this essential manufacturing information
directly in Sage Accpac ERP through hand-held,
radio-frequency bar code scanners.
Real Time Updating - ACCU-DART allows the staff
on the shop floor to instantly carry out AutoSimply’s
functionality. For example: when receiving
assembled goods, the plant employee simply scans
the goods being received, and ACCU-DART will
- through AutoSimply’s functionality - automatically
update this information directly into the Sage Accpac
system.
Direct Integration - Both ACCU-DART and
AutoSimply believe strongly in direct integration:

both systems read and post data directly into Sage
Accpac. There is no second database to maintain,
no second set of data to reconcile. This makes the
solution simple and easy to use for manufacturers,
Functionality - ACCU-DART provides real-time,
radio-frequency updates of AutoSimply’s functionality
in one module set. This includes: Issuance of
Materials; Return of Materials; Receipt of Assembled
Goods; and Closing MO.
By updating in real-time directly to the Sage
Accpac Data, ACCU-DART and AutoSimply allow
manufacturers to get control of their inventory and
improve their operations.
For more information on ACCU-DART and
AutoSimply, please contact info@accu-dart.com or
visit www.autosimply.com.

ACCU-DART Reviews Needed for
Sage Partner Solution Source
The Sage Partner Solution
Source is a great resource for
Resellers and potential clients to
search for and gather information
on third-party products for Sage
solutions, including Sage Accpac
ERP and Sage Pro ERP. Through this site, you can
find detailed information on ACCU-DART, including
product descriptions, feature sheets, case studies,

articles, and more.
One key area of the Sage Partner Solution Source
is product reviews. For this we need the help of our
resellers. We invite you to send your clients to visit
www.sagepss.com and add reviews of the ACCUDART system. These reviews add an essential
element to our listing, allowing future clients to see
what other successful resellers and end-users think
of our solution.
We hope you encourage your clients to take a few
minutes to add a review to our listing, to help build
a resource for all ACCU-DART resellers and clients.
Thank you for your continued support of our solution!
We also welcome any feedback you or your clients
may wish to share with us directly. The ACCU-DART
team greatly values the comments/suggestions from
our resellers & end-users, as this important feedback
helps to to improve our product offering, marketing &
technical support, and much more. Please feel free to
contact us at info@accu-dart.com with any comments
or suggestions.

Bin Tracking for Sage Accpac
Now Available!
Bin Tracking functionality allows you to track specific
inventory information, and know where items are
located at all times. By incorporating radio-frequency
bar code scanning, the warehouse staff can instantly
update the system as they handle each item in
real time. ACCU-DART is proud to announce that
integration with the Bin Tracking solution from Orchid
Systems is now available!
Seamless Integration - ACCU-DART updates
inventory and bin information directly to Orchid
Systems software and with Sage Accpac. There is no
additional database to maintain and reconcile.
Essential Real Time Updating - Tracking Bin
information in real-time is essential to make the most
of this crucial data.

The old way: Moving goods from one bin to another,
but only updating the database every few hours (or
at the end of the day) leads to inaccurate and outof-date information, that is not as meaningful to your
business
The ACCU-DART way: By easily scanning bin
information with each transaction through ACCUDART and Orchid Systems Bin Tracking software,
you will have the most up-to-date information on your
inventory at all times.
Extensive Functionality - Orchid Systems and
ACCU-DART have developed numerous modules to
meet your bin tracking needs. It is also easy to add
bin tracking to your existing ACCU-DART installation.
Modules include:
Ship Sales Orders with Bins
Receive Purchase Orders with Bins
Physical Count with Bins
Bin Transfers Picking
Put Aways
Pick by SO
and more...
ACCU-DART’s ability to record bin information - in
addition to the standard Sage Accpac data - and to
update the database in real-time from the warehouse
floor, provides a cost-effective realistic solution to
tracking crucial bin information.
For more information on ACCU-DART’s Bin Tracking
functionality, please contact sales@accu-dart.com.
Users must purchase Bin Tracking from Orchid
Systems. Visit www.orchidsystems.biz.

Happy Holidays from
Executive Concepts Inc!
2009 was a good year for ACCU-DART and
Executive Concepts Inc. We are so proud to be able
to help our resellers provide a solution that saves
time & money for their clients.
We wish you a very Happy Holidays and a Happy
New Year from all of us at Executive Concepts Inc.

